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END-QF-YEAR REVEL

Last year, the S.R.C. held a Woolshed Dance at Gininderra. All

agree that it was a good show - lots of variety, lots of fun.

This year - on FRIDAY, 5TK DECEMBER - the Students are holding a

Cabaret Dance - on the day Exams end:

Happy thought] I

The Hut will be decorated with the College Colours. There will' be

lots of entertainment, variety and a grand supper. Keep the date
in mind - FRIDAY, 5TH DECEMBER/

The Committee is hard at work on ideas for Floor Shows, Novelties,
etc., but is keeping some of these up their sleeves for the time

being. Watch the Notice Board at the entrance to the Exam Room for

further details of the END-OF-YEAR REVEL.

GOOD LUCK

GOOD LUCK to all for the Exams. They come around quickly, don't
they? We guess that all heads will 'be down for the next month -

and then - well, -it would 'be good to go to the Library and just
take out a book - NOT on the reading list - and sit down, with
plenty of time to read it.

The SoR.C. wishes all students success with their Exams, and would
like to take this opportunity of thanking students for their help
and co-operation throughout the year.

?'jffiOMETKEUS'

It had been anticipated that this year's edition of ' PROMETHEUS'
would have been on sale by now, but printing difficulties and lack
of contributions have made it necessary to postpone publication
until Commenu week next year,, . t

We want this to be a worth-while issue, so please let the Editor,
c/- S.R.C. ,

have your contribution as soon as possible. Articles,
short stories, poems, sketches, cartoons, are still urgently needed.

W.S.R. APPEAL

The World Student Relief Appeal Committee will be conducting its

annual appeal this Thursday and Friday - 16th and 17th October.
This Appeal warrants your support. Last year £U0 was raised - a

very fine effort. Help to fill the College's 'quota' again this year.

Your donation may be left with Mr. David Webster, of the College
staff, or in one of the collection boxes which will be placed at the

head of the stairs in the Civic Building and at the entrance to the

Census' Building between 5v*m* and 7p*tfi. next Thursday and Friday,
October 16th and 17th*

COUNCIL CHANGES

We recently received the resignation of Mr. Lindsay Curtis from the

position o'f Vice-president of the Council. At the last Council

Meeting, Mr. Bob Robertson, who was previously a Committee member,
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was unanimously elec.te.d to fill this vacancy^ Mr. Hector Lowe has
'been co-opted to the Committee to replace Mr. Robertson. ?

? TP3E FREEDOM ^SHOULD CHERISH

'The main reason I left Europe a few years ago was that 1 wasn't
admitted to a certain University there. I applied for admission
to the Faculty of Law., and was invited 'by the communist-controlled
Students Committee to' appear in their office. . on arrival, I was

interrogated for two hours, starting -with questions about my
father's and grandfather

'

s profession, and going on with a most
private question; not forgetting t;6- ask me why I wasn't a member
of the Party. That wasn't all, A month later I was called for
a written examination, and thinking this might be on a different

-. -level, l looKea over some of my old history and literature books.
The nearest question to literature was a question about the leading
article in the previous Sunday's Party paper. But enough of that.
That is past history. The reason I write is because I want to
thank -the University College of Canberra for helping me. Three
months after my arrival in Australia, coming almost two terms late,
I was admitted to the Faculty of. Law, -my European matriculation was

acknowledge, and every assistance given to enable me to overcome

the first difficulties of lectures*

You probably think that such treatment is quite natural, but let me

assure, you that this is Freedom which I, as a New Australian,
^respect and appreciate1'. ?

'New Australian1'
?

?

'LA RONDE'

HLa Ronde' is an immoral picture.
But let there be no expectation- that that statement is-to be backed

up by a plethora of adjectives like 'disgusting' and .'nauseating' ,

and 'No. wcnder the. younger generation is not all it should be', and

signed by .Mother of. Eight.
'

?

?

It is quite permissible for people, to pass moral judgment on artis
tic productions. There can be no quarrel with Mother of Eight's
right. to reject as immoral a picture, book, play or film. No work
of. art can be considered invulnerable to moral criticism.
What she may and should -be attacked upon is the view of life upon
which her moral values are based, and also- but this is incidental to

my main purpose
- her right to prevent other people from being in

the same position to assess the moral worth of an -artistic product
ion as herself

9
and this opens up the question of censorship.

To revert to the former statement, it is, I say, superficial to
chide the Victorians- for behaving as if women had no. legs. Any
attack on their moral code .must be., by way of -their view of life which

?did not recognise overtly the fact' that women do have -those handy

?pedestrian contrivances. .

To. repeat, nLa Ronde' is an immoral picture.. .Because the philosophy
of life from which it stems is not based on reality. Everyone who

shares my view of reality will share .my apprehension about the moral

worth of 1fLa. Ronde11.. .

??

'

. .

?

?

please note, that the most extreme caricature may still retain the

essential link with reality that marks it as ei moral production.
The' complete formulation of -my argument requires some discussion of

just- what my philosophy of life is, and there is the stumbling block,
since I am far from clear about.lt, though I can usually decide -

perhaps. only after much cogitation - that a film does not square
with my conception of reality and is, consequently, immoral.

All I can say is that, ? because. V.L.a/ Rondfen subtracts -most elements

from the love situation and treat them with a frightening cynicism,
which is quite dissociated, from reality, it is. immoral.

That is not to say that ''-the- whole ?? of ?'??a---situa-t-lorr should be presented,
and not just -isolated elements.- The artistic- technique requires
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,

.

?

§11
?this fragmentation, 'but the stamp of reality must- 'be retained if the «&

production is to 'be moral. ? w

I regret that I am as yet una'ble to analyse completely the what?s-it ?

that constitutes the link with, or' stamp of reality. Part of the M
trouble is that.lt occurs in the most diverse circumstances, perhaps a

'brief consideration of other films would help make my attitude clear, if

Most American films are immoral 'because they are quite devoid of the 9
positive, forward-looking dynamism that is one aspect .of ? reality. 9

'The Third Man' (which is, . like. 'La Ronde' , technically excellent) 9
is as immoral as the French film,

?

Its philosophy of life is summed 9
up in the question which. Harry Lime asks. Martins in the ferris- 1
wheel: 'If you were to be given £20,000 each time one of those little i
dots (people) down there stopped. moving would you refuse?' This i
utterly empty and negativistic view does not receive a decisive I
rejoinder, for the victory of Martins and the police i.s an empty 9
one, .since the girl , symbol of the issues at stake, loves Harry I
to the end.

.

. I
, -And, significantly enough, it is Harry who has 'been .resurrected for 1

the Sunday supplements. . 1

JOHN ATKINSON. 1

STUDENTS
r

REVEL ON DECEMBER 5TH

.You. can really relax and have fun when your exam worries are over.
-

]

And the place to do it is at the Post-Exam dance planned for Decem-
j

'ber 5th. The- S.R.C. is already on the job arranging a night to n

remember. The novelty items include two amazing contrivances called

the Pashometer and the 'It' machine. The Pashometer is an ingenious i
animal-magnetism machine recently introduced into this country. m

Measuring blood circulation by electrical sensitivity the Pashometer it

is claimed to register accurately those incalculable components of
||

character and temperament commonly known as personality, or animal
j|

magnetism (psychology students please note). The 'It' machine, I

utilising the principles 6T--electro-dynamics, records with unerring I
truthfulness the nervous reactions of a person in the presence of 9

a member of the opposite sex, thus registering the peculiar quality 1
known as '

sex-appeal' * The machines are highly educational in . 1
character.' Watch for more information on the Students' Revel.

i|
?? Tickets will be sold within the near future at 5/- each. In the m

meantime, best of luck to everyone in the next month. m

?As an ex-serviceman, a member of the C.M.F. since February, 19U9- and i
a part-time student at the Canberra University College, I offer a ??'

'' I
few comments on your article in a previous issue of 'Woroni' concern- 1

? ing -those students who are called up for National Service Training. fi

I feel:that the tone, of your remarks sadly reflects upon the mental 1
attitude of those students involved and also the Council for seeing I
fit ?

to'jpay attention 'to their complaints. How much better and how muchl
more in ke-eping with an appreciation of the broader issues involved I

would have been your article had the question. been approached from I

the viewpoint of 'How much does your University work interfere with 1
your obligations to your country under, the National Service Act11. i
One further point - it is a sad fact that it requires' such a measure I

as the National Service Act . to make the younger students conscious I

of their obligations. . I cannot understand why they, as the future I
leaders in the' community, will not take the lead here also, and 1
volunteer., for training without waiting for call' up, 'or at least 1

accepting the' generous conditions of the Act
-

regarding University I
students without 'complaint. Regarding the proposal to set up a 1

.University Company , may I remind you that there is in Canberra a I
'

C.M.F. Unit which is not yet up to' full strength - or hadnft you -heardS
? J. DINGWALL.

'

I
THANK YOU to' the College Staff and. Students for, help given the S.R#C 1

D0NrT FORGET December 5th -. END-OF-YEAR REVEL -

i

. .

.... 1

...???'
^

GOOD LUCK WITH THE EXAM -

.

'

'

'

. i
?..?.'?' MAY YOUR FAVOURITE QUESTIONS BE THERE I
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THE CANBERRA UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Annual Report

A report of the Council of the Canberra University
College on matters arising out of the Ordinance, for the

year 1952| made in pursuance of section 11 of the Canberra

University College Ordinance of 1929-19^0, for presentation
to Parliament .

1, THE COUNCIL

The following Council was appointed for the year 1952*

Chairman: Sir Robert Randolph Garran, .
'

G.C.M.G. ,Q.C. ,M.A. ,LL.-D.

Mcmbei^^: Professor Kenneth Hamilton Bailey, M. A. ,B.C.L. ,LL.M.
Herbert Burton, M*A.

Pierce William Edward Curtin, B.A. ,LL.B. pPh.D.
Charles Studdy Daley, O.B.E. , B. A, ,LL.B.
Bertram. Thomas Dickson, B.A. ,Ph.D.
John Qualt rough Ew ens

9 LL.B.

Lionel Court enay St . Aubyn Key. B.A.

Roland Wilson, C.B.E.P B.Com. , D.Phil.., Ph.D.

Harold John Wright, B.Ec.

Mr. ''/right and Ev Key were appointed on the nomination of
the University Association of Canberra. The Principal,
Professor Burton, was co-opted under Section 6, (2A.) of the

Ordinance.

2
. PLANNING OF

. FUTURE.. DEVELOPMENT ,

In many ways 1952 v/as a busy and fruitful year. For

months the Board of Studies and the Council devoted themselves to

careful consideration of the future development of the College.
In consultation with the University of Melbourne it was agreed
that the College was approaching a state of development which made
it desirable that the present form of temporary association with

the University should bo superseeded either by an association
of the College with the Australian National University or by the

grant to the College of degree conferring powers of its own.

It was recognised that some further development would be

necessary before the College was ready for either of these

alternatives and at the end of the year the Council submitted to

the Minister for the Interior.aplan of development which would being
the College at the end of three years to a state in which either

autonomous university status or some form of association with the

Australian National University ^;?vould be appropriate.

The requisite development falls under two main headings -

(a) adequate provision for full-time students; and

(b) provision for teaching facilities in a wider range of

pass and honours courses within the present field of

studies.

Those developments must go hanc) in hand; for full time .students will

not come to the College unless it can provide such teaching, while

conversely honours :.:nc'l. other advanced courses cannot be given until

there is a nucleus of full time students of reasonably high academic

quality.

The plsn submitted to the Minister therefore provides for

the following developments -
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j

(a) the expansion of teaching facilities to enable the

College to provide honours courses, a fuller range of
pass courses, and teaching in special subjects (such
as Administration, Commonwealth History, Statistics,
Oriental Studies) for which Canberra is specially
suitedj

:

(b) the creation of new chairs in the existing departments of

Law, Philosophy and Psychology and in Mathematics, in

addition to the seven already established;

(c) the appointment of some additional staff to strengthen
existing departments; and

(d) the provision of residential accommodation for students.

Reference is made in paragraph 1+ of this Report to the necessity
of the College having adequate buildings for such development.

3 . TEACHING^ AND LgggKAEOE .

During 1952 the College continued to provide teaching
within the eight departments with a similar range of subject to

that offered in 1951 « I't was i- effect a year of marking time and

of consolidation* The only . additional member of staff to take up

duty in 1952- was Mr« LftF,S« G-oldie who was appointed to the full-time

lectureship in La?;,. However, it is gratifying to record that the

grant~in-aid for the College in the 1952-53 Budget ..provided
for a modest degree of expansion in 1953; this was reinforced by the

special provision made by th^ Commonwealth to establish a School

of Oriental Languages

As a result. of these increased resources a modest expansion
of staff was made possible, and several appointments were made of

additional member.;'; of staff to. take up duty in 1953

It was a matter of great regret to everyone connected with

the College that Mr« J,FcM. Ha yd on ra& forced' to retire in. April
by serious illness. Mr* Haydon had joined the staff in 1930 and in

1933 he and Dr. L.HO Allen left the Royal Military College,
Duntroon, to become the first two full-time members of the academic

staff of the College 0 Both of them gave magnificent service for
a period of over twenty years, and have ??.-.?. rned the gratitude and

affection of all those who have been associated with the College.
Mr. HaydonTs work as a teacher of modern languages in the College
was always marked by the highest degree of enthusiasm and efficiency,
and his success in helping students to pass examinations was really
outstanding.-. His place has been filler] by the appointment to the

newly created Chair of French of Dr. Derek Percival Scales,

Professor Scales had a brilliant record as a graduate of the

University of Sydney in both French and German* He was subsequently
awarded a doctorate of the University of Paris, and for several

years held a lectureship in French at the University of Birmingham.

At the beginning of the year Mr. 3,8* Benjamin took up
the position of temporary lecturer in Philosophy to. replace
Mr. A. Donagan who had been given two years' leave to study at

Oxford. Mro Benjamin was originally a graduate of the University
of Melbourne, and had recently been awarded the degree of Bachelor

of Philosophy by the University of Oxford* Mr. N*T.e Ruth took up

appointment at the same time as temporary lecturer in Economics to

replace Mr. ReJ, Cameron who had been granted two years study leave. .
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Mr. Ruth graduated as Master of Arts in the University of New
Zealand in 1950 with first class honours in Economics. In August,
1952 , Mr. B.D. Beddie, who had been awarded a Rockefeller Fellow
ship , proceeded to the University of London on two years' study
leave. His place was filled by the appointment to a temporary
lectureship of Mr. C.Lo Burns

, Victorian Rhodes Scholar for 191+9,
graduate of Melbourne and Oxford -, Mr. Burns had won the distinction
at Oxford of being awarded a studentship at Nuffield College for

post-graduate work.

Three other appointments of additional members of staff
to begin duty in 1953 should be noted. Mr. Hans Bielenstein
a graduate of the University of Stockholm, who had studied for

li years in Peking, and was a research fellow at the University of

California
3,

was appointed to the Chair of Oriental Languages to
take charge of the new School* Mr. G-.N. Sea grim, a graduate of the

University of London and temporary lecturer at the University.
College, was appointed to the new lectureship in the Psychology
department, Mr. R.I'1. Brissenden, a graduate of the University of

Sydney and Senior Tutor in English at the University of Melbourne,
was appointed to a temporary assistant lectureship in the English
department. In all these appointments the College has been

fortunate in obtaining people of first rate calibre.

In July, 1952, Mr. B*D* Cameron returned to the College
after two years spe;rb abroad studying in the Department' of Applied
Economics at the University of Cambridge. Mr* Cameron brought
further distinction both to himself and to the College by being
awarded his Doctorate of Philosophy for his thesis ;rThe Deter
mination of Product ion'f*

During the year, the College continued to develop its

teaching in various directions. The number of graduate students
enrolled in the College for Masters1 degrees has continued to
increase. In addition, the College also enrolled amongst its

graduate students a Ful bright scholar from the United States,
and a graduate from the University of Ceylon, studying in Australia

under the Colombo Plan* The first undergraduate students were

also accepted for the degree with honours in both Arts and

Commerce in 1952* This has involved a wider range of teaching at

a more advanced level, and should have beneficial effects in

attracting full-time students to the College. The association

of the College with the University of Melbourne continued to

operate smoothly throughout the year. Frequent visits by members
of staff of the College have enabled them to maintain satisfactory
co-operation with their corresponding department s in Melbourne .

In addition, the College has benefited by visits from members of the

staff of the University of Melbourne in the course of the year.
Mr. L« Goldberg, Senior Lecturer in Accountancy, visited the

College for a week and met all the classes in this subject. In the

English department an exchange of staff took place between

Professor Hope of the College and Dr. Wayne Hayward from Melbourne,
who took classes in drama, and also the seminar for Master of Arts
Candidates/ In many departments there has been close co-operation
in the setting and marking of examination papeis? and it is expected
that this will continue in future*

During 1952 members of the staff continued their

programmes of research, and some were able to embody results
of this work in articles published in learned journals and

periodicalSo A list of work published during 1952 is attached
to this report as Appendix A.
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PERMAFEFT BTTI LDINGS .

The Council renewed the request to the Department of the

Interior for approval to engage an architect so that the planning \

of permanent buildings might be begun. The developments
contemplated in the three year plan submitted to the Minister (See
paragraph 2 of this Report) will be impossible unless the College
has adequate buildings of its own* «|-

5. CURRICULUM
?

:

During 1952 , lectures were given in the following
subjects in the curriculum of the University of Melbourne r

Arts

Australian History; British History; English I; ,

English II; English C; French I; French IA; French II;
French III; German I; German II; International Relations;
Modern History; Philosophy I; History of Philosophy;
Political Philosophy; Political Science A; Policital

Science B; Political Science C; Psychology I; Psychology 11$
Pure Mathematics I; Russian I;

Economics and Commerce

Accountancy I; Accountancy IA; Accountancy IIB; Commercial .

Law I; Commercial Law II; Economic Geography I; Economic

History I; Economics A; Economics B; Elementary
Jurisprudence and Constitutional Law; Public Finance;
Statistical Method.

Law

Introduction to Legal Method; Legal History; Principles of .

Contract; Private International Law; Public International

Law; Sorto

Lectures were also given in the School of Diplomatic Studies?

in Patent Law subjects and in Chinese and Japanese.

6. PUBLIC LBCTIIRES

On 7th May, 1952 Professor A-Do Hope, Professor of English
delivered his Inaugural Lecture, entitled 'The Study of English'.

On 22nd September, 1952, B-R* Elliott, Esq., M«A« ,

Lecturer in English at the University of Adelaide, delivered the

Commonwealth Literary Fund Lecture, taking as his subject, 'Marcus

Clarke'*

Both lectures were well attended,,

?£» Since the period covered by this report the College's
building needs have been made more urgent than ever by the

destruction by fire on 11th April, 1953 of the greater part of its

temporary premises in Melbourne Building. The College is now

temporarily housed in what was formerly the Turner workmen* s , hostel

and, while this has enabled the College's activities to be carried on

without serious interruption* the erection of permanent buildings
suited to the -needs of a University ^college is an immediate necessity.

The Council has gratefully adopted a proposal made by the Minister

for the Interior that immediate consultations should be held with

an architect of the Department of Works with a view to the siting,

planning and erection of the first permanent buildings.
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?. ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT - 1951.

The Annual Commencement was held in the Albert Hall on

Thursday, 27th -March, 1952c The Occasional Address was given by
the Vice-Chancellor of the University of Melbourne, Professor
G.W. Paton, B. A. -, B,C9L»,;;icA. Degrees -were conferred and

diplomas awarded by the Chancellor of the University of Melbourne.

8. PUBLICATIONS

The College' Calender-, 1952, was published on 1st January,
1952, Four issues of the Canberra University College Gazette

were published during the year „

9. HOSPITALITY.

The College 'has. provided accommodation for meetings and

for examinations during the past year for the following societies

and bodies - Artists* Society of Canberra; Arts Council; Australasian

Association of Psychology and Philosophy; Australian Library Seminar;
Australian National University; Australian and New Zealand Associatio
for the Advancement of Science; Canberra Art Club; Canberra Repertory
Society; Commonwealth Institute of Accountants; C.S.I.R.O.;
Department of Immigration; Economic Society; Fabian Society; Fellow

ship of Australian Writers; Institute of International Affairs; New

Education Fellowship; Public Service Board; Student Christian

Movement; University Association of Canberra; Women Graduates

Association*

10. STUDENT MEMBERS

The total number of students enrolled in 1952 was 29^-5
a

decline of 1+6 from the previous year. The main factor in this

decline, which was common to all Australian Universities in 1952,
was the decreasing number of ex-service enrolments under the

Commonwealth Reconstruction Training Scheme. At Canberra the

abolition of the Diploma in Commerce may also have contributed.

11. DEGREES & DIPLOMAS

The following degrees were conferred and diplomas awarded

by the Chancellor of the University of Melbourne at the Annual

Commencement-;

Bachelor of Arts - Ordinary Degree

Mary Grace Paterson Howard,, Dip. Soc. Stud.

Barbara Deirdre . Moir

Carol Mary Schneider

Neil Rupert Caff in, LL.B.

David Danvers Dunn, LL.B. 'f.A. ?

Michael Freiberg
A Leonard Prideaux Hawkins, B.Com*

A John Edmund Ryan

Bachelor of Laws - Ordinary Degree

A David Roy Cross,. B.A. , Syc'L
John Daniel Donohue

A Conferred at the University of Melbourne or in absentia
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Bachelor of Commerce - Ordinary Degree'

Harold Scott Amos

Francis Humphreys Boileau, B.Sc., Syd,
John William Colwell

Gordon Charles Hauff

Stanley George Herring
He d ley Guildford Houstein

Harry Penrose Stevens

Bachelor of Education

Thomas Henry Timpson, M.A*

Diploma in Commerce

John Ivor Maunder

Ernest Gravatt McDonough
Lisle John Trebilco

Leonard Charles Treloar

George Raeburn Virtue

Diploma in Public Administration

Leslie Francis Backen, B.Com.

12. MATRICULANTS ?

The following students of the College signed the

Matriculation Roll of the University of Melbourne during 1952:

Victor Charles Bannon

Ronald Henry Barback

Robert Howard Brady
Maurice David Burke

Margaret Jean Cameron

Donald Gerrand Campbell
Edward Scott Campbell
Rosemarie Anne Copland
Brian Field Cox

Nicholas Cretan

Edward George Crossing
Lindsay Lascelles Crossman

James Dingwall
Diana Helen Encel

Craig Robert Fyson
D ougla s Jo s eph Gates

John Patrick Gallagher
Leon Clifford Gerathy
John Stewart

Elidia Luise Grotrian

Walter Philip John Handmer

William Anthony Neville

Hsrtigan
William Frederick Payne

Heseltine

William Halley Hunter

Francis William Jennings
Peter James Knox ?

Alan McLean Landgr en

Peter James Lawler

Ernest Alexander Lyall
Alfred William McCarthy
Marion Etta McKnight
Vincent Patrick McLoughlin
John Ivor Maunder

Vytautas Anthony Herbert

Miksevicius

Jack Colvin Olsson

Harry Richard Peisley
Norman William Phillips
Clarrence William Pickerd

Howard Garling Quinlan
Gerard van Rijn
John Barrie Rutter

Eveline Elsa Schneeberger
Seekhu Baduge Daya de Silva

John Leslie Smith

Gordon William Taylor
George David Tuffin

Winston Dickson Turner

George Raeburn Virtue

Geoffrey Franklin Waight
Barbara Anne Wearne

David William Keith Webster

Hilary Mi Hi cent Webster

Paul Francis Whiting
John James Wilson
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SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES/ The following scholarships and

prizes were, awarded in 1951 -

Robin Tillyard Memorial Medal

John Daniel Donohue, LL.B.

George Knowles Memorial Prize

Lembitu Naar

Canberra Scholarships

Judith Anne ?Baskin

William John Brophy (resigned)
Dennis George Edwards (resigned)
Richard Kellet Gate

Roland Kelk Harris
James Nicholas Hartley
Helen Diana Hill

Pamela Ann Nevin

Eveline Elsa Schneeberger (resigned)
Ian Thompson
Kevin Henry Weilspring (resigned)

Lady Issacs Prize

Katherine Ogilvie White

Robert Ewing Prize

Richard Kellett Gate

- Andrew Watson Prize .

Ian Thompson

John Deans Prize

Richard Kellett Gate

No applications were received for bursaries.

15 . GUNGAHLIN

Gungahlin, the College's Hall of Residence, continued

in operation with a Warden, Deputy Warden and fourteen students.

All but one of the students were External Affairs Cadets and the

College received a subsidy from the Department of External Affairs

which enabled it to reduce the loss on the operation of. the Hall.

ILu FINANCE

The Statement of Receipts and Payments for the year 1952
and. accounts covering trust moneys, duly audited by the Auditor

General of the Commonwealth are attached to this report as

Appendix B.
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APPENDIX A.

THE CANBERRA UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

PUBLICATION OF RESEARQ£ BY MEMBERS. OF

DEPARTMENT OF EC ONOMICS

H.W.. Arndt 'Judicial Review under Section 90 of the
Constitution'

9
Aus t r al i an Law

i

J our nal „

Vol. 259 Nos. ll and 12 /March-April , 19?2.

BJ. Cameron 'The Labour Theory of Value in Leontief

Models', Economic Journal
?

Vol. LXII,
No. 24^5 March, 19 -2.

nThe Construction of the Leontief System'1,
?

Review of Economic Stud_ie^9 Vol. XIX(I)
No, 48 o

'The Production Function in Leontief Models',
Review of Economic Studies a Vol. XX(I),
Noo 51.

H.H.. Barb.ack 'On the Measurement of Utility of Public Works'
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